OBSERVATIONS OF COSMIC-RAY PRIMARIES IN THE ENERGY REGION
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Abstract

We have performed several balloon-borne experiments at Sanriku Balloon Flight Center in Japan. We report here these experimental results, particularly those obtained with use of screen-type X-ray film in 1988, and compare them with those of other groups. We found an indication that iron primary becomes significant at energies \(\sim 10^{16}\) eV/nucleus, and seems to be comparable with the proton flux somewhere between \(10^{13}\) and \(10^{14}\) eV/nucleus.

Introduction

Since 1987, we have continued to observe primary cosmic-rays with use of balloon-borne emulsion chamber at Sanriku, Japan. The purpose of our project is to confirm definitely the chemical composition and energy spectra of primaries in the energy region \(10^{12} \sim 10^{16}\) eV/particle. In table 1, we summarize the situation of past three experiments, among which the results of the first one, '87-chamber, were reported in detail most recently in ref. 1. In the present paper, we report the results of 88-chamber, somewhat different type from orthodox emulsion calorimeter chamber, and compare them with those of '87-chamber.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CH.No.</th>
<th>Launch date</th>
<th>Exposure time</th>
<th>Chamber area</th>
<th>Altitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1987/May/25</td>
<td>(1.18 \times 10^7) sec</td>
<td>(4.00 \times 10^3) cm²</td>
<td>32.8 g/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1988/May/28</td>
<td>(7.09 \times 10^6)</td>
<td>(3.05 \times 10^3)</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1989/May/25</td>
<td>(6.96 \times 10^6)</td>
<td>(1.50 \times 10^3)</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Flight situation of our balloon-borne emulsion chamber experiment.

Preliminary results of '89-chamber, a new type of chamber without calorimeter part, were presented in OG 6.1-6 of this volume, and the technical detail of our new type of chamber is reported in OG 10.5-1.

Flight situation and chamber structure

The balloon was launched in 1988/May/28 from Sanriku Balloon Flight Center, Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (Sagamihara, Japan), and recovered successively off Sakai in the Sea of Japan. In fig. 1, we present flight record.

The chamber structure is illustrated in Fig. 1. Flight record of '88-chamber.
ed in fig. 2. While the chamber structure of '87-experiment was of orthodox type with use of #200-type X-ray film (non-screen type), the present one consists of essentially multilayered screen-type X-ray film (hereafter called SXF, or HR-H film), details of which are presented in OG 10.5-1. The area of chamber is 3050 cm², and the thickness is 13.7 cm, corresponding to 0.892 collision m.f.p. for iron component.

Tracing and energy determination. Detection of electromagnetic cascade shower is performed with use of both X-ray films, non-screen type (Fuji #200) and screen type (Fuji Grenex + HR-H X-ray film). We detected 188 showers from the former, while 556 from the latter. Vertex point of nuclear interaction, origin of each shower, is found by two methods, one from an orthodox way tracing back each shower with use of overlaid nuclear emulsion plates, and the other from direct detection with use of SXF, well possible by naked eye for high multiplicity, say more than ~50, which makes us quite efficient to accumulate nuclear interaction events.

The energy determination with use of #200-type X-ray film has been often reported, 1, 2, 3 so we present shortly its procedure in the case of SXF only. In fig. 3, we show an example of transition of spot darkness recorded on both X-ray films, SXF (open circle) and #200 (black circle), where the shower energy is 8.3 TeV with zenith angle of 67.6°. Since the peak of transition curve of spot darkness corresponds straightforwardly to the shower energy, in fig. 4 we compare each transition maximum $D_{\text{max}}$ with shower energy obtained by electron-track-counting method with use of nuclear emulsion plate. The guiding curves drawn there are obtained by simulation calculation in the case of #200-type, while expected from optical characteristic of HR-H film itself in the case of SXF.

In fig. 5, we present the relation between both energies obtained by #200-type and SXF, well consistent with each other.

In fig. 6, we show differential energy spectrum of $\Sigma E_{\nu}$ thus obtained, which are drawn irrespectively of kind of primary charge in order to check the reliability of energy estimation in the lower energy region obtained

Fig. 2. '88-chamber structure

Fig. 3. Example of transition curve.

Fig. 4. Energy calibration of maximum spot darkness.
Fig. 5. Correlation between $E_\gamma$ obtained by $#200$-type X-ray film and that by SXF.

Fig. 6. Differential spectrum of $E$ obtained by the present experiment.

Fig. 7. Differential primary energy spectrum for various kinds of components obtained by '87- and '88-experiments.

by SXF. We can conclude the shower is detected non-biasly down to $\sim 0.9$ TeV.

Charge of primary particle is determined by three methods, etch-pit calibration, $\delta$-ray counting and spot-darkness measurement with use of CR-39, nuclear emulsion plate (7B-type) and SXF, respectively. Detail of these procedures is presented in ref. 1.

Results and discussions. In order to get primary energy spectrum, we have to convert the shower energy $E_\gamma$ into primary energy $E_0$, and simultaneously to take into account the detection efficiency depending on the chamber structure. We refer the detail of these calculations in ref. 1, since we have not enough space to discuss here.

In fig. 7, we present the differential intensity of various components obtained by the present experiment as well as those by '87-experiment.

In fig. 8, we show the differential intensity of proton and helium, where the vertical axis is multiplied by $E_0^{-0.7}$ in order to emphasize the change of slope of the spectrum. One finds this result is consistent with those obtained
by other groups, though the excess of helium found by both ours and Burnett et al. (JACCE) is rather remarkable beyond the statistical fluctuation, in comparison with the data obtained by Ryan et al.

In fig. 9, we give the intensity of CNO and iron components, together with the data obtained by other groups. Our results show slightly excess flux in both CNO and iron components in comparison with JACCE data.
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